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SELECTION AND SN'EUTRINO PRODUCTION IN ELECTRON-PROTON 

AND ELECTRON-POSITRON COLLISIONS 

LAP^P, Annecy- l e -Vieux , F r a n c e . 

A B S T R A C T 

We present a complet calculation, of the total cross sections for 
selectron and sneutrino production in the following processes : 

e •+• p >se + gaugino" + X 
e + p ^S\J +• gaugina" + X 

We find that, if the mass of the gaugino is less than 30 GeV, a detectable 
number of these "super-particles" will be produced at Hera. In (articular, 
from 0(0,5) (m . =60 GeV) to 0(20) (m , =20 GeV) 
, j selectron .,, . , , , selectron 

selactrons and pnocmos will be produced per day. 
We also give estimates of the total cross section for the processes : 

e +• e >se + gaugino + e 
+ . o +• 

e +• e *sv •*• gaugino + e 
Ic appears that one of the predictions of Fayet's model about the mass of 

< 0(40) GeV), will be testable at IXP. 

i) also at ""niversitë ce Savoie", Chancery, France. 
2) else at "Institut ce Physique Muclëaire", Lvcn, France. 
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. (1,2) 

One of cha nosr exciting aspects of low energy supersymmetric aodels 

is che prediction or a rich spectroscopy of aew particles. The supersynnnecric 

partners ci che faraions and of the Eiggs and Gauge bosQns ara predicted to have 

masses less chan a saw hundred GaV t-*"1' and thus could be detected (if they exist) 

ia the aew generation of colliders like HESA or L£P. So it is of great interest to 

have as such information as possible about processes in which such "super-particles" 

are expected to be produced, la this paper, we calculate the total cross sections 

of the processes : 

e~ + p >se * G" + X 

e~ +' p *S\J + G"" + X (I) 

ia che case of quasi elastic scattering (X - P) and la the case of i laatic 

(X ? ?) w'aera X is a hadrouic final state. Hera, sa and S\J stand respec

tively -or che scalar supersymmetric partner of Che electron (saleccron) id that 

of the neutrino (sneutrino) and G-J , G are the feraionic partners of :he 

neutral and charged electro-weak, gauge bosons (gaugiaos). We also give astisiacas 

of che total cross sections for the following processes : 

e + e — > se -t* G° + a 

e +, a >. Sy J. Q +, e (, 

We show chat sa , su , G° and G can be produced at 3S3A or ac LE? with a 

detectable nuaber of events per cay (if "super-particles" are not too heavy), pro

vided che olanr.ed luminosities can be achieved . 

The aost general parametrizacion of the famion-ga gaugmc-scarciion vertex can 
be written as : 

-ie C a - 3y_) _ ( 3 ) 

wnera a is che electron charge, = and £ ara constants depending on the low 

energy supersy— etric aodei. 

As -e calculate -oca! crcss-sacticr.s, the factor z- •*• = 2 is faccorizad in 

heir axzr^ssizr.s and appears as che rnlv quantity which is ncdel dependent, spart 

res cr.e nasses :£ che "super-parcicles". The value of a 2 +• i l Is generally 

r.kncwn aac chus, we have calculated f=r each reaction che "reçuead cross-saccion" 
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is as ixamoia, "•'e consider two classas of SC(2) * QY1) invariant low anergr -

5) supersyemecric nodeis, previously considered by J. Sllis at al. Lac us denote by 
'J* and *" the charged saugino nass aigenatatas. As for the neutrai gauginos, the 
mass eisenstates tan be or ~ o kinds : 

either - Za and y 
or - rA3 and 3 

Zn raôia '.. va arasent cha resulting expressions cor the alectron-S a-seiactron 
verrai and their numerical values ara collected ror lie cwo t/pes of nodal. In 
cha numerical evaluation, w% have taken sin 23„ • 0,22 . Zt appeals chat far she 
previous rodais, a- «• 3 2 is of the order or 1 and in chat respect some conclu
sions can be drawn tram the curves C- versus the mass or the super-parzic.'-es. 

7or the proces-sas (Î) , we assume that the dominant diagrams ara these shown 

in fig. 1. Instead of calculating the cross section o , we cemputa the "raducad 

cross sect: "3. " 

*e rspeat that the (a- +• 3 2) tara comes cram Che reduction of the traces 
which appear in the evaluation at the squared amplitude of the prscass. As «e sua 
over the final spin states and average over che inicial ones, this tarn is facro-
ricad. It fellows from above that o*- ^ives the correct order of =ag=itude for c 

and is sufficient tc draw a faw conclusions at the present cine. Tor cha evaluation 
7) 

of the total cross section, we use the method we have followed in azochar paper 
for the calculation of the cotal cross section of che Z* production in 5 ? 
collisions. Ve oul7 repeat the main steps of the procedure. 

- *e start from the calculation- of the elastic scattering ÇL - ?) • Tie 
averaged squared amplitude is a contraction of 2 Lcrautt censors : 

I I |A|2 - I^.H (5) 
4 spins ' ' u\i 

= raters to the hadronic verrai for which we use a diccLa fort iacrcr. T.'~,J 

refers re rhe Isotonic verra:: and as H is symmetric ;.n \iv , one only has to 
constiar :he symmetrical part oi L ia -jy . **e have writ tan l" v in rhe 

indices running over 1, 2 and 3 Csae fig. !) and -.ha 
functions of rhe -.-arious i-tcmenta p^ -,-r.ici appear in .-he 
"ayimsnn iiasrams. Tr.e r.u=ari=al temputation :f the rhas? 
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space integration -ses che GSZT rsutine of che CSSN CDC library. We have plotted 
che "reduced" elastic cross section for che two processas (1) under consideration, 
versus che mass of che sferaicn (^.-) and for fixed values of che gaugina mass 
(a") and of che ;2tai energy ('7) in che center of xass frane of che reaction, 
Having in aiud chat groups at ?E7AA have been able co sac a seieccron aass lisit 

20 $ a: ̂  ICO GeV ; 20 ̂  = ._. ^ 100 Ge7 ; /£" - 150 and 300 GeV. 

The results are collected is fig. 2-a (a + p >-se + G a + p) and fig. 3-a 
(e* + P >S\J * G + p ) . 

-Then-! starting front the elastic cross section and setting che proton fora 
factor equal to 1 co obcaia the scattering of an aleccron upon a point-like 
particle (sanely a quark parron), va ccspuca che inelastic cross section of proces
ses (1) (Z ?» ?) which has the following fora : 

1 • " < : -

J ° 
x is the fraction of che proton --cczencui carried by che cuark-parton en which 
che electron scatters . a. and f. ara respectively che fractional electric 
charge and che distribution function of the partcn of flavour j (j runs ovei 

• , ,cc, . . . . . 
up, aovr*, strange- . .; . {—.—,* LS t.-.e e-2-eatary e.ascic scaccar-ug cross section 
(whose averagad rxtier.tua-crar.3fer scuarad is denoted c ,) of an aLaccron 

averaged 
noon a ooint-lika ^article with the electric, charge -2 . When we use the structura 
function 2. (/) gives : 

We have iapesed a cut-off on the square t of the lomsntun-transfar carried 
by the virtual photon-

(9) 

cuark-parcor.s. F;r lev values or z , the virtual photon xntaracts coherently 
ate the 3catt = rir.| is elastic. Taki-g : Ge"v"/C" iast iad of i GeV'/C" for the 
cut afr toes -zz ncdif-.- the results-

http://rxtier.tua-crar.3fer
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The results :=>r rha "racuced inelastic cross section" are s bouc in fig. 2-b 

( a~ „ P » 3 e " ^ 0
a - X) and in fig. 3-b (e~ * ? *s\> - G~ + X) . Note that 

the elastic cross-section is of "ha saaa ordar than the inelastic one. We now pass~ 

on =3 the discussion of the numerical results fcr the prccass e * ? *se - G" - X 

If the outgoing neutral gaugino has a aass larger than 0(i0) GeV, it will probably 

be very difficult, even at HE3A, to detect the seiaccror. and obtain evidence for 

the occurence of raacrian CO* On the other hand, if the nass of the neutral 

gaugino is less than 30 GeV , reaction (O becoces visible at H23A 

(/T * 3C0 Ge'v* ; luzinosicy = a. I 0 n en" 2 a""1*), with 0(1) event per day 

(for ai, » 20 5a? and a - - 20 GeV). 

Is a certain c'ass of models 1- , Che phocino is expected ;J be very light 

(n~ < 1 HeV) . **è can roughly extrapolate rroia our curves that the total crass 

section for the process : e * p *se * Y - I is of the order of 4 10 crj-

(for a - » 2C Se?) te IÛ~ 3 7 cri2 (for n - --ÔO GeV). This vouid Lead to a total 
se St 

nunber of produced light photinos and Selactrons per day at Z^AA. of 0(0,5) to 0(20). 

7NAL or S?S/1Z? experiments ('T respectively equal to ZC0 and 2-0 GeV and luaiao-

sit7 aqual tp vï0
2- c=i""2s i) Wixi probably be unable to detect selactrons and neutral 

gauginos. Numerical results for e™ +• p -̂ sv - G - I laad to siailar conclusions 

concerning the relation ber-een the expected nurber of events per cay and the aassas 

of the "super—particles" involved. 

We sov estimate the total cross-section of the. processes (2) • 

a +• e >se * G° *• e and e~ +• e >sv -̂ G * e" . The raievant diagrams 

ara shc'jn in fig. t. Outgoing positrons, which are scattarac forward at snail ar.gle 

r.esr the beat: axis are not datactad, so we hava irrocsec in our sstinata zb.& condi

tion that the angle between the outgoing ?osi:ron and the bean aicis had to be 

larger than 4 \ The dominant diagrams are a and b . Diagrams c , d , a and t 

ara suppressed by propagator affects which are due to the exchange of massive 

super-particles", and diagrams c and d ara also suppressed by a factor -s- - -

:= the rest favorable case (law nasses and high energy i- :he canrar of zzss), 

~se~ ' *GJ * 2 C G e V a n d ** a - 6^ G*"v* . -a -'--=• that oiaçrins c , d , 3 , 

- , g • h at rest contribute respectively or.!;- 17 ~. , ;z ~. , '• Ï , $ Z , I Z 

and 0,3 ' of :he total. Tnxzs, we bave only ccr.sidar=d riagrsms a s.r.c b , and 

caiculacad -.he "reducsc total cross-section" r . The numerical results are col-

iactac in Hz. 3-a Ce" - a" *se~ * G a - a") and in fig. 5-b 

Ca - a >Ï-J - 3 -'a ) . ***« have plotted the "raducac cross section'* versus 

the tass of the sfar=i;r. involved in each reaction (2C < n._. < ICO ~eV) , ; 3r 

fi:cec jaugino za S 3 (20 5 nl ̂  iCC Ge?) and :;r fiicac enar^ in :he cantar of 
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(vÇ" - 140 and then 260 GeV ; luminosity - \Q3Z cm zs l) it will be possible 
to produce a few aelectrons and photinos per day, provided that m - is less 
than 0(40) GeV with /s' « 260 GeV. Under these conditions, it is worth noticing 
that one of the predictions of the Fayet model l concerning the sass of the selec-
tron : 

n - ̂  » 0(40) GeV (10) 
se 2 

will be testable at LEP. 

The situation seems to be a little more satisfactory for (11) 
e + e" >SM + G~ * e : fig. 5-b shows that it would be very difficult to 
produce a detectable number of charged gauginoa if their- mass is larger than, 
40 GeV. ' • 

Finally, as far as detection is concerned, the selectron is generally 
expected to decay into a gaugino and an electron. The Tayet's model predicts 
the decay 

se *e *• y 

The photino is not directly detectable and experimentalists should look for the 
energy loss in the events. At the present time, we cannot say anymore. 
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TABLE CAPTION 

a and S parameters of the electron-G°-selectron vertex 
in two classes of SU(2) x 0(1) invariant low energy 
supersymmetric models . In Che first class , Z° and 
Y are mass eigenstates whereas , in the second class , 
W 3 and 3 are mass eigenstates . 
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Tabla 1 : 

Heucral gaugino 

mass eigenscata 
a 3 0 2 + a i 

-. z" 
I - 4 »inz9„ ! 

0.37 -. z" 
2 sin29I(J 2 sin2SH 

0.37 

f. 
t 1 

1 

i3 
i i 

0.57 i3 

4 sin6 H 4 siaê,. 
0.57 

3 3 -1 0.30 3 
4 coseH 4 cos9„ 

0.30 



FIGUKE CAPTION 

I : Relevant faynaaim diagrams for che 2 processes : 

e +• p • • — se + G° +• X and e + p — — sv +• G + X 

" Reduced cross section " a_ cor e +• p --- " • se + 

G a •*• ï processas in the case of an elastic scattering 

(Fig.2-a) ( X » P ) , and in the case of an inelastic 

one (?ig.2-b) ( S 5» ? ) .a_ is plotted versus the mass 

of the salectron , for différent values or the mass 

of the outgoing G° , and for different values of the 

energy in che cencar of mass frame of the reaction . 

Continued lines correspond to /s - 300 G-eV and dotted 

lines , to /s - 150 GeV . 

" Reducad cross section " 0"_ for 2 +• 0 —- * s\> +• 
s 

G +• Z procasses in the case of an alasric scattering 

(7ig.3-a) ( J » ? ) , and in the case of an inelastic 

one (?ig.3-b) ( I F ? ). a_is plotted versus the 

mass of che sneutrina , for différant values of che mass 

of che outgoing G , and for différant values of che 

energy in che ceatar of mass frame of the rsactiou . 

Continued lines correspond co Ss * 300 GeT and dottad 

lines correspond co /"s -150 GeV . 

Feynaann diagrams for e •+• e - ' • • sa T G* •*- ê " 

and e +• a ——*- sv (• G +• e' reactions -

Estimated "reducad cross section " j foe reactions : 
•f - + 

e + e •— sa + G +• e (?ig.5-a ) and 

e + e * s-u + G •*• a (Fig.5-b ). a„ is- plotted 

versus tha mass of Che sfarmiou , for different values 

of the mass of the outgoing ?augino , and for differ -•. : 

values of che anerg7 in the centar of mass frame of 

the raacrioQ . Continued lines correspond to /s • 260 GeV 

and dottad ones.zo /s » 140 G&V. 
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